
R. Alexander Brink (1960) proposed that chromo-

somes possess two functions, one genetic and the other

“paragenetic,” the genetic components being stable and

the paragenetic components being labile and programma-

ble in ontogeny. Brink proposed calling the stable genetic

components “orthochromatin” and the labile paragenetic

components “parachromatin.” Unlike euchromatin and

heterochromatin, which are defined as alternative states

and described as residing at distinct locations in the

genome, orthochromatin (which Brink equated with

DNA) and parachromatin (which Brink described as

chromatin–protein complexes) are intimately associated

with each other throughout the genome. The function of

orthochromatin is to stably maintain and transmit genetic

information, whereas the function of parachromatin is to

mediate gene expression and to store programmable

information regarding the history of a cell lineage at indi-

vidual genetic loci. Thus, the terms paragenetic and

parachromatin simply refer to epigenetic states that are

chromosomally based. Brink consciously chose to pro-

pose the term paragenetic rather than use the term epige-

netic because of the latter’s broader and less specific

definition in Waddington’s (1942) original usage.

Today it is well established that the molecular basis for

the lability of chromatin at individual loci is chromatin

remodeling complexes that establish and maintain

histone modifications, DNA modifications, nucleosome

structure and positioning, and higher-order chromatin

states (for review, see Mellor 2006). The recent recogni-

tion that components of the RNAi machinery participate

in the establishment and maintenance of (at least some)

chromatin states has expanded concepts of chromatin

organization to include a broader role for noncoding

RNA (ncRNA) molecules than was previously under-

stood. ncRNA is an extremely abundant and diverse class

of molecules, including not only microRNA (miRNA)

and its precursors, but also antisense transcripts that often

“readthrough” into annotated coding sequences, opposing

“normal” sense transcripts. The resulting formation of

dsRNA recruits the nuclear RNAi machinery to the locus,

which then precipitates heterochromatin formation,

involving histone and DNA modifications (Matzke and

Birchler 2005).

Here, we describe features of RNA silencing and asso-

ciated epigenetic imprints at chimeric Chalcone synthase

(Chs) transgene loci in petunia flowers that illustrate

potential roles for RNAi in the maintenance and trans-

mission of metastable states between cells, throughout a

plant, and perhaps even across sexual generations.

SENSE-RNAI AND THE ROLE OF 

MRNA TRANSLATION

Three types of transgenes can trigger RNAi in plants:

(1) “sense” transgenes that have been engineered to

overproduce a translatable transcript, (2) inverted repeat

(or “hairpin”) transgenes that have been engineered to

produce dsRNA transcripts, and (3) antisense transgenes,

which are engineered to produce a transcript that is com-

plementary to its target transcript (Jorgensen 2003). We

refer to these three modes of transgene-induced RNAi as

sense-RNAi, inverted repeat-RNAi, and antisense-RNAi,

respectively. Sense-RNAi, originally known as sense

cosuppression, results from attempted overexpression of

a host protein (Napoli et al. 1990) and requires high lev-

els of transcription of a translatable transcript (Que et al.

1997). A single premature termination codon (PTC) is

sufficient to dramatically attenuate this mode of RNAi,

indicating the importance of translation of the full-length

coding region of the sense transcript. Sense-RNAi also
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requires a host RNA-dependent RNA polymerase

(RdRP), which recognizes and copies overexpressed

transcripts to produce the dsRNA molecules necessary to

trigger RNAi (Beclin et al. 2002). Typical sense overex-

pression transgenes carry only the amino-acid-coding

region of the target transcript and lack the target’s 5′- and

3′-untranslated regions (UTRs), as well as introns.

However, none of these elements are necessary for silenc-

ing by single-copy transgenes (Q. Que et al., unpubl.).

Sense transgenes that have not been engineered for

protein overproduction (e.g., see van der Krol et al. 1990)

induce RNAi only when they are integrated in the

genome as inverse repeats of the T-DNA element that

carries the sense transgene and the selective marker from

Agrobacterium into the plant genome (Que et al. 1997;

Stam et al. 1997). Readthrough transcription of these long

inverse repeats of T-DNA is thought to produce the

double-stranded “foldback” RNA that triggers RNAi

(Muskens et al. 2000). Because inverse repeat integrants

may also produce dsRNA corresponding to the transgene

promoter, stochastic epigenetic loss of silencing fre-

quently occurs (Stam et al. 1998). 

Single-copy antisense transgenes can trigger RNAi

despite possessing multiple nonsense codons in all read-

ing frames. Instead, they are thought to trigger RNAi by

pairing with complementary target transcripts to form

dsRNA. Silencing of anthocyanin pigment genes in petunia

flowers by sense overexpression transgenes is visually

distinct from antisense silencing. Sense-RNAi occurs as

a developmental silencing pattern that is centered on the

fusion zones between adjacent flower petals (Fig. 1a),

whereas antisense transgenes never produce this pattern,

instead producing palely pigmented flowers that may be

blotchy and/or have white petal edges (Fig. 1b) (Napoli

et al. 1990; Jorgensen et al. 1996; Que et al. 1998). 

The inability of an antisense transgene to produce the

developmental silencing pattern of sense overexpression

transgenes could be due to the fact that the antisense

transcript—even though it possesses a translation start

codon in the same optimal translation context as the cor-

responding sense overexpression transcript—possesses

several premature termination codons. To test this possi-

bility, we engineered an antisense overexpression trans-

gene by altering three nonsense codons to sense codons in

the antisense strand of a 246-codon open reading frame

(ORF) from a 740-bp segment of the petunia chalcone-

synthase-coding region; 20% of the transformants carry-

ing this transgene exhibited the developmental silencing

pattern characteristic sense-RNAi superimposed on the

typical antisense phenotype (Fig. 1c,d). A control anti-

sense construct retaining the three nonsense codons, and

thus lacking a long ORF, did not produce any flowers

with the sense-RNAi pattern. 

An interesting technical aside is that the “nonsense-

codons-removed” translatable antisense construct was

more efficient than the control antisense plant at produc-

ing plants with completely white flowers. The nonsense-

codon-removed antisense approach offers a potentially

useful alternative to standard sense-RNAi and inverted

repeat-RNAi. Silencing target genes by standard sense-

RNAi constructs has been avoided in crop genetic engi-

neering because of the possibility that epigenetic loss of
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Figure 1. RNA silencing by Chs transgenes in petunia flowers. (a) Sense overexpression transgene (e.g., see “primary transgene” in i).
(b) Antisense Chs transgene driven by 2x35S. (c,d) Antisense Chs transgene with premature termination codons removed (see text).
(e,f,g) Three classes of vein-based patterns resulting from interaction between two transgene copies. (h) Vein-based pattern induced
by transcribed sequence duplication (see i, “ChsA–nos3′ duplication”). (i) Chs transgene constructs. 2x35S is the cauliflower mosaic
virus promoter with two copies of the upstream “enhancer” region. ChsA refers to the coding sequence of the chalcone synthase gene.
nos3′ refers to the 3′-untranslated region of the Agrobacterium tumefaciens nopaline synthase (nos) gene, which contains polyadeny-
lation signals. (f,g, Reprinted, with permission, from Jorgensen 1995 [© AAAS].)
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the silent state would also result in overexpression of the

target gene product by the sense transgene, as we have

shown can occur with the petunia Hf1 gene (Jorgensen

et al. 2002). In contrast, inducing sense-RNAi with a

translatable antisense transgene leaves no possibility of

unintended overexpression of the target gene product.

SENSE-TRANSGENE DUPLICATION INDUCES

NOVEL EPIGENETIC STATES THAT INTERACT

WITH SYSTEMIC SILENCING SIGNALS

Duplication of a chalcone synthase transgene results in

two classes of epigenetic change: (1) a complete loss of

RNA silencing, resulting in uniformly purple flowers,

and (2) a change in the morphological features that con-

trol the pattern of silencing, resulting in patterns of silenc-

ing based on the vasculature, i.e., vein-based patterns

(Fig. 1e,f,g) (Jorgensen et al. 1996; Que and Jorgensen

1998). At least three heritably distinct types of vein-based

patterns have been recognized (Jorgensen 1995; Jorgensen

and Napoli 1996), indicating that multiple types of epige-

netic events occur which are responsible for this class of

silencing phenotypes. 

By duplicating only the promoter of the overexpression

transgene or by duplicating only its transcribed sequences

(Fig. 1i), we found that the two classes of epigenetic

changes are separable: (1) promoter duplication is

responsible for the first class, loss of RNA silencing, and

(2) duplication of the transcribed sequences is responsi-

ble for the second class, vein-based silencing patterns

(example shown in Fig. 1h). 

Interestingly, promoter duplication resulted in loss of

silencing only with inverted repeat integrants of the sec-

ondary transgene (promoter-only construct). Presumably,

this is because the loss of silencing is due to promoter-

derived dsRNA, and transgene inverted repeats are neces-

sary for production of this dsRNA by transcriptional

readthrough and transcript foldback, as discussed above. In

contrast, single-copy integrants were sufficient to induce

epigenetic changes when only transcribed sequences were

duplicated (resulting in vein-based silencing patterns).

Importantly, the vein-based silencing pattern state can also

be generated by allelic interactions, demonstrating that

ectopic location of the second transgene copy is not

required. It is not clear how single-copy “promoterless”

Chs transgenes induce epigenetic events; however, it is

likely that such genes are transcribed from neighboring

promoters, even if at low levels, and so it is conceivable that

transcripts mediate epigenetic alteration of the target trans-

gene, perhaps in RdRP-dependent fashion. In addition, the

possibility remains that a direct DNA–DNA interaction

between the two transgene copies is responsible.

Paramutation 

Genetic segregation of the two transgene copies by out-

crossing showed that the new vein-based silencing pat-

terns could persist in the absence of the “promoterless”

Chs transgene; thus, these epigenetic events are paramu-

tations, according to Brink’s broader, early definition.

Interestingly, segregation of inverted repeat promoter

transgenes away from the target sense overexpression

Chs transgene also resulted in some plants with vein-

based patterns. We would suggest that these vein-based

patterns are due to “spreading” of the epigenetic state

from the promoter of the sense transgene into the adjacent

transcribed sequences, accompanied by loss or reduction

in DNA methylation at the promoter in the absence of the

inverted repeat promoter transgene. 

Paramutation at the b locus in maize is RNAi-mediated

via an upstream array of tandem repeats (Alleman et al.

2006). Given that duplication of transcribed Chs sequences

is sufficient to generate paramutations, as shown here,

paramutation is probably not limited to transcriptional

effects, nor to the presence of upstream repeats. Thus, an

interesting possibility to consider is that naturally occur-

ring alleles or paralogs of endogenous genes can interact

via their transcribed regions to produce paramutation-like

alterations in the chromatin of either or both gene copies.

Systemic RNA Silencing Signals

It is now well established that RNA and protein mole-

cules can be trafficked through plasmodesmata in a regu-

lated fashion and can even enter or leave the phloem

stream via plasmodesmal connections to the phloem

companion cells (Lucas and Lee 2004). This trafficking

system has been referred to as the “RNA information

superhighway” because it is potentially capable of long-

distance transport of large numbers of informational

macromolecules (Jorgensen et al. 1998). RNA silencing

is also transmissible through plasmodesmata and the

phloem and can spread through the tissues of an organ, as

well as throughout the plant (Vaucheret 2006). 

Our observation that duplication of transcribed

sequences is responsible for patterns of silencing based

on the vasculature suggests that these patterns are due to

RNA silencing signals that emanate from the phloem of

the major veins and move into the surrounding tissues via

plasmodesmata. Two possibilities exist, either (1) the

new epigenetic event (a paramutation) caused the trans-

gene to create a phloem-transmissible RNA silencing sig-

nal that did not previously exist or (2) the new epigenetic

state of the transgene is responsive to an RNA signal that

was already present (or both). Because of the diversity of

distinct, heritable epigenetic states that can arise from

gene duplication (Fig. 1e,f,g), there could be (1) different

types of RNA signals produced by the transgene depend-

ing on its epigenetic state, perhaps deriving from differ-

ent or overlapping segments of the transcribed sequences,

and/or (2) different responses, or efficiencies of response,

of the transgene to the silencing signal that are deter-

mined by the epigenetic state of the transgene. Either

way, it seems clear that epigenetic (paragenetic) states

and systemic RNA silencing signals can interact.

RNA-DIRECTED HETEROCHROMATINIZATION

IN PLANTS

Higher plants possess several novel classes of proteins

that interact with the RNAi machinery in the formation of

heterochromatin-like states. These include two novel
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types of DNA methyltransferases (chromomethyltrans-

ferase and domains-rearranged methyltransferase), a

plant-specific clade of SNF2 ATPases, a large and diverse

plant-specific clade of SET domain proteins related to

Drosophila Su(var)3-9 and Schizosaccharomyces pombe

clr4 and characterized by a novel plant-specific SRA-

YDG domain, plant-specific RNA polymerase subunits,

which comprise a novel RNA polymerase IV, and plant-

specific clades of Argonaute, Dicer-like, and RdRP pro-

teins that participate in chromatin alterations and not

miRNA silencing (Matzke and Birchler 2005).

Although plants, animals, and fungi share fundamental

mechanisms of chromatin modification, such as histone

methylation and acetylation, DNA methylation, ATP-

dependent nucleosome remodeling, and RNAi-mediated

heterochromatin formation, higher plants appear to pos-

sess a more diversified complement of chromatin pro-

teins involved in all these processes which may have been

a basis for the evolution of novel plant-specific properties

and functions of chromatin. Importantly, many of these

novel forms of chromatin proteins are involved in RNA-

mediated alteration of chromatin, suggesting that higher

plants could have a special capacity for chromatin remod-

eling involving RNA molecules (R.A. Jorgensen et al., in

prep.).

CONCLUSIONS

R.A. Brink’s (1960) suggestion that chromosomes pos-

sess a paragenetic function in addition to their genetic

function and that the physical nature of this paragenetic

function is a variety of forms or states of chromatin that

can reside at any genetic locus is especially intriguing

when considered in light of two important features of

higher plants: (1) the evolutionary diversification of

eukaryotic chromatin that appears to involve plant-

specific mechanisms based on RNA and a diversified

RNAi machinery, and (2) the capacity of plants to traffic

informational macromolecules (RNA and protein) cell-to-

cell and systemically in a regulated manner (known as the

“RNA information superhighway”). Given these capabil-

ities, it is at least conceivable that higher plants may pos-

sess the capacity to store information at numerous genetic

loci in the form of “paragenetic” chromatin states and that

these states can be reprogrammed during ontogeny or in

response to the environment. 

As was shown here, paragenetic states appear to inter-

act with systemic RNA silencing signals. Systemic traf-

ficking of RNA (and protein) molecules could permit

integration of paragenetic information over the whole of

the organism, as well as differentiation of information

states in different parts of the organism. Given the possi-

bility of these events occurring at many thousands of

genetic loci, such a system could operate as a high-capacity

storage device that is reprogrammable during the life of

the organism and reset each sexual generation.

If plants do possess such a system for information pro-

cessing and storage that can integrate and assess informa-

tion perhaps in large amounts and at both cellular and

organismal levels, it would imply that plants might then

be capable of making somewhat informed “decisions” to,

for instance, fine-tune gene expression states during

growth and development and in physiological responses

to the environment. Such a means for information pro-

cessing and decision making might be considered a form

of “intelligence,” but it would be one that is fundamen-

tally different from the form of intelligence that evolved

separately in animals for different purposes. For instance,

timescales for the responsiveness of plant “intelligence”

would be much slower than that of animal intelligence,

given that plants generally have no possibility of relocat-

ing in response to the environment, whether in search of

nutrients or to avoid predators. Instead, the “intelligence”

of plants would be expected to address much longer time-

scales (e.g., diurnal) than are dictated by predator–prey

interactions in animals. Furthermore, in long-lived peren-

nials, plants’ “memories” of past events could theoreti-

cally last for many years, and so could the implications of

their “decisions.” And finally, because plants do not

sequester their germ lines, they also might conceivably

pass on some of their paragenetically based memories to

their offspring, possibly increasing their chances of sur-

vival and reproductive success. 
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